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1. Abstract
The ability to maximize the return on investments is typically something that only those professionals working
within the financial world know how best to achieve.
Factors such as high participation requirements for investment , complex financial education, and overly
bureaucratic regulatory organizations have, to date, precluded the vast majority of the population from serious
investing. The result of these barriers is that most people are being forced to use alternative investment means
such as relying on their bank or financial institution, which inherently yields the weakest return rates, while only
those with real financial power and knowledge are able to realize the best returns on investment. We refer to
these barriers as the centralization of the financial world.
However, with the introduction of decentralized deployment, peer-to-peer networks, and blockchain
technology there is now a real opportunity to replace these highly centralized configurations of investment
through the use of these new technology sets.
The advantage of moving toward these new technology sets is an enhanced level of efficiency, improved
transparency, and a higher grade of democratization, leaving aside many of the political, jurisdictional and
regulatory issues.
Alongside these barriers to investment, consumers within certain jurisdictions are constantly looking for
innovative ways to limit the impact of their devaluing local currency. Once more, this adds a layer of
unnecessary obstacles that impedes investment opportunities for those parties.
SeSocio believes we need to move away from the concept that only the “rich” get to invest. The current
problems with the financial world makes the whole market itself prime for a well positioned independent
investment network which will allow consumers from all over the world to participate in investment
opportunities without the burden of the centralized problems of the current models.
A solution will also be provided for the everlasting struggle regarding traditional investments, liquidity, by
providing a built-in smart contract-governed, continuous liquidity protocol for its projects, alongside the
peer-to-peer trading platform.
The whole ethos of the network is to cut out the centralized functions of so many financial institutions we see
today, thereby removing the barriers to access for most consumers to the investment world. With the removal
of these barriers, we would also see a natural increase in productivity. By means of this maximized productivity,
those who invest will receive the maximum amount of returns meaning that the concept of only the ‘rich’ are
able to invest will no longer exist.
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2. Brief Glossary of Terms and Parties
This project involves a number of different terms and parties. In this section you will find
the explanation with reference to what each of them means, so as to better navigate this
White Paper to understand the project overall.
SeSocio: Is the leading Latin American investments marketplace that is already operating with thousands of

users across the globe and a valuation of USD 50 million. It allows access to investment opportunities for
everyone while providing liquidity through its own trading platform with its own continuous liquidity protocol.
Investoland: Investoland will be a global decentralized investment network built on top of the Bitcoin
blockchain, powered by R
 SK, developed with the funds raised by the S eSocio Group as a result of this token
sale. Investoland will empower the widespread use of financial smart contracts, be it for any individual,
software or company, including SeSocio, thus creating a global, scalable, decentralized and transparent
solution to investments worldwide.
Inve Coin: Is the new Digital Token that the SeSocio group will be creating to fund and power the new
project involving Investoland.
Invicap: The reputational score built to create trust among the network’s users with a built-in
economic reward system.

Continuous liquidity protocol system: Is the system of smart contract-governed continuous liquidity
protocols for projects within SeSocio, allowing users to buy and sell projects with a price that
constantly adjusts with supply and demand and sets a floor price for the Inve Coin.
You can find out more information about each one of these elements within this WhitePaper.
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3. Crowd Investments
Crowd investments are often run on a peer-to-peer basis. This means that the participant
who is doing the investment works directly with the party looking for funds without a
middleman. The idea behind this is to provide the party looking for investments an
opportunity to raise as much funds as possible while making the whole transaction easier.
The Crowd based investment market became huge in the late 2010’s, with a number of
companies raising funds to develop innovative new ideas. It became commonplace that
parties will raise funds using crowdfunding, when their project is innovative, or would benefit
from more peer-to-peer based funding. There are also a large number of tax advantages for
both the companies undertaking crowd based funding activities and those who participate in
them.
This type of investment is unique because it allows average savers to access investment
options that were unavailable to them before, such as earning money through dividends, P2P
lending, real estate or cryptocurrencies revaluations.
The high-risk high-reward mechanism is often more attractive for participants as they
currently have a number of zero risk low reward opportunities open to them through their
regular financial institution such as a bank.
Crowdfunding has evolved to a new level with the introduction of the token sale. This is the
primary reason why Investoland is undertaking a token sale to raise funds to build their
innovative investment network. It will be a community driven project designed to allow those
who participate, both during and after the token sale, the opportunity to invest in
crowdfunding opportunities posted on the platform.
It is a crowdfunding exercise designed to build the future of crowdfunding. The perfect
combination.
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4. Meet SeSocio
SeSocio will be the first user of Investoland’s network. SeSocio.com is a crowd investments
company with offices in Argentina, Chile, and Panama. The management team have a proven
track record, in both technology and finance. Together, they have managed to build a
company with a valuation of USD 50 Million in just over a year.
The company provides an easy and intuitive way for inexperienced investors to access, with
no minimum amount, a world previously reserved for the wealthy and experienced investors.
The investment options available at the company range from traditional ones such as real
estate or logistics, going on through startups to more modern ones such as cryptocurrencies.
Crowd investment’s target audience is every small and medium saver in the world. The
potential is endless. Having achieved a marketing efficiency of 1.9% (the amount of money
which is spent on marketing per dollar invested), SeSocio will elevate crowd investments to
its true potential.
SeSocio.com is a thriving company. However, traditional investment arrangements don’t
allow it to develop the crowd investments market to its true potential.
In order to allow crowd investments to thrive as its potential allows to, SeSocio is developing
the Investoland platform, which will create its own decentralized economy, powered with its
own ERC20 native token, the Inve. The benefits are that smart contract-governed
investments are more transparent and more reliable, allowing users to invest in a completely
peer-to-peer, community-driven marketplace.
The Team at SeSocio.com are proud of everything they have built and achieved. Their ethos
of providing access to exciting opportunities in the financial world to everyone has fueled
their passion. They have offices in three different countries and attract clients from all over
the world and are proud of the 30-person team they have built to serve their clients. This
passion and ethos will carry over onto Investoland. Investoland will form a part of the same
group of companies and carry the same trusted name of the SeSocio group.
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5. The problem
The Crowdfunding based investment market is nowhere near its full potential. In the last few
years, token sales, and other crowdfunding based projects raised billions of dollars. This
Crowdfunding based model is the concept of a project’s funds being receive from large
numbers of participants over the conventional Venture Capital model in which two or three
big investors compete for a large ownership of the company.
Under the current model, alongside investors being unable to truly access the investment
market, companies looking for these funds face an equal number of limitations inherent to
the system which exists today. This system, previously explained, operates around the
concept that those who already have large amounts of money are the only ones able to
participate in the funding of a company.
Both parties are inherently tied to the typical financial institutions. Being tied to the
traditional banking and institutional system imposes a regulatory and logistical challenge.
Under the current model, companies need to comply with each jurisdiction’s regulatory
issues. They have to pay ridiculous bank fees, which might be as high as 1.2% for every
transaction and a minimum of USD 100 for international transfers. They even have to hire
people for the exclusive task of making sure the money has arrived. These bank fees,
operational costs and multiple points of failure contribute to the inefficiency of crowd
investments worldwide. The price is ultimately paid by the user of the platforms, in the form
of delays, unnecesary requirements, increased cost and a lack of certain projects. On top of
this, traditional models are fully centralized and leave room for arbitrary measures,
censorship, human error and, in some cases, even negligence. This includes those crowd
based investment companies that came into light in the past few years.
SeSocio believes that the relationship between investors and companies needs to change in a
drastic manner.
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6. The solution
To overcome these hindering obstacles, Investoland will create a global decentralized
investment network built on top of RSK’s Virtual Machine with the Inve token as its native
currency and the platform’s fuel.
This network will allow for any company, software or person to base its financial interactions
on blockchain smart contracts in an easy and intuitive way. They aim to provide a solution for
businesses and individuals to set away the friction inherent to the current financial system
and reallocate resources to further develop the economy. They will provide a user-friendly
interface for both experienced and inexperienced people.
SeSocio.com will be the first company to base its operations on Investoland’s network. Along
with its experienced team, possessing proven track record in both technology and financial
investments, SeSocio.com will provide the first smart contract-governed investment
platform to yield returns with smart contract-governed investments.
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7. The Token
SeSocio is creating a new Digital Token which will be constructed on the RSK platform using
the ERC20 token standard.
This token will be used initially to conduct a fundraising event to assist the company in
meeting its objectives. This fundraising event is a sale period (known as the Initial Coin
Offering period/ICO) which is broken down into different sections. You can find out more
about the token sale in detail in the token sale section, below.
SeSocio is using RSK’s platform because it’s power by the most secure and tested blockchain
in the world, the Bitcoin blockchain, while also providing the same flexibility and versatility of
other smart contract platform that are less secure.
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8. The token sale
The token sale is the first time that participants will be able to purchase the Tokens.
During the token sale period, the tokens will be sold at a discounted rate to allow early
participants to receive the benefit of acquiring more tokens at a lower price. As time goes by,
the token price will rise. The token sale is being split into three different sections:
1. The private sale
The private sale is the period before the public sale has commenced. Users will be able to sign
up to a “whitelist” on the company’s website as soon as the Pre Participation Phase has
commenced.
2. The public sale
The Public sale will be open to anyone interested in purchasing tokens.
During the public sale all parties will be subject to Know Your Client and Anti-Money
Laundering checks. You should note the terms relating to the token sale and if you are based
in a country that cannot participate you should not do so. Those who are Citizens or
Residents of the United States of America cannot participate in the token sale.
The earlier that a participant becomes involved in the token sale, the greater discount they
will receive.
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9. Using the Tokens
On the Investoland network, the Inve will be the fuel for the projects that are based on it.
The Inve tokens will be the means of helping those who are involved in the project as either
the founders or as contributors, to achieve their goal. This means that everyone involved in
the network is a part of developing a heavily underexploited market and helping to boost
innovation. In exchange for Inve tokens the participants will acquire the project’s economic
rights in the form of an ERC20 project token in a secure and efficient way through blockchain
technology. These rights are not granted through the Inve Token, but instead, are given
through the project by issuing their own ERC20 token.
The effect of this is that the Inve Coins are used to finance real-world projects and vitalize
the productivity of the user’s otherwise stagnant capital. Placing funds into a new exciting
project would yield better results rather than simply leaving it within a bank or savings
account. The value added by the entrepreneur contributes to the economy and improves the
quality of life for everyone involved.
The Smart contract governing the investments will give in return for Inve, ERC20 project
tokens at a set price, which entitles the holder to the project’s economic rights, provided by
the funded entrepreneur. Essentially, decentralizing the ownership of the projects.
In the case of dividend-paying investments, the entrepreneur will deposit the proceeds of the
investments, according to the pre-established terms, to the smart contract address. In turn
these proceeds will be divided according to the amount of project tokens held by each
investor.
In the case of non-dividend paying projects the tokens will represent an economic right to
assets such as, for example, a plot of land, oil barrels or other cryptocurrency.
The projects can be as diverse as real estate, an investment in logistics or a token offering.
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The smart contract will have the command to distribute the incoming payments from the
funded project to anyone holding the project token. If the investor doesn’t want to hold on to
it’s project’s token any more, they will be able to transfer them to any other person at an
agreed upon price and forward the ownership of the project’s rights. Project tokens are
tradable through SeSocio’s trading platform (with its continuous liquidity protocol detailed
below) among other methods.
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Trading on the network
People want their investments to be liquid. Traditional business models struggle with
liquidity. For example, you couldn’t possibly sell 5% of the house you bought to rent out, at
least not without paying heavy fees and enduring a cumbersome process that might take
weeks, or even months. By tokenizing the underlying assets people will be able to freely trade
their investments in whichever amount they see fit and at whatever price they agree to be
the fair price for the projects.
Projects developed on SeSocio’s site are currently tradable inside of it utilizing a centralized
database. Once this network goes live the projects will continue to be tradable but in a
decentralized manner, and against the continuous liquidity mechanism.
At SeSocio.com they approach and will continue to approach this trading, with its own
continuous liquidity protocol described below, in the classic orderbook manner, price/time
priority:

This is the simplest way to do a trade.
In reality, all trading transactions will be made possible through the continuous liquidity
protocol, which will, by market forces, absorb every trade.
Tokenizing the underlying investment provides a level of flexibility and efficiency never seen
before in the financial world. The ability to freely trade investment options worldwide for
negligible fees, and in a decentralized manner is sure to revolutionize the way investments
are realized globally.
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The continuous liquidity protocol system and the floor price
The continuous liquidity protocol system is a mechanism that will give every project and the
InveCoin continuous and infinite liquidity while providing a floor price to the Inve’s market
cap, tied to the value of the tradable assets on the network.
Projects within SeSocio will have an integrated continuous liquidity protocol. This protocol
will act as a smart contract-governed automated market maker, allowing users to always buy
and sell project tokens through the project's own liquidity contracts at a price that constantly
adjusts to reflect supply and demand. Effectively, projects will come with a built-in liquidity
mechanism that ensures that a project token always has a fair price and is continuously
convertible for a wide range of reserve assets and currencies.
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These protocols consists of two reserve assets, with each price determined by the relation
between both amounts
For example: if we had 10,000 truck tokens and 10,000 dollars, the price per truck token
would be set at USD 1.
If Alice were to buy a truck token, she would send USD 1, and take for herself 1 truck token,
reducing the truck token’s reserve by 1 and adding USD 1 into the dollar reserve, changing
the relation between both amounts and moving the price per token to USD1,0002.
Demand for truck tokens made the price go up. If this were a sell order, the price would go
down.
A more sophisticated reader would have noticed that the liquidity logic explained above is
not, indeed, infinite.
In reality, the algorithm calculates the price based on the relation between the two reserves,
and works as specified in the following formulas:
Where:

With its price determined by

and its effective price (i.e the average execution price of the operation) determined by
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the price slippage (how much the price changes between the price of the token before the
transaction and the ending price of the token after the transaction is determined by

When you want to exchange a token, the result is defined by:

so by recalculating the price infinitesimally, and taking into account the remnant reserve,
neither asset is ever drained out
But that was still a simplified model.
In reality, the project’s liquidity protocols will be paired against the InveCoin, and the
InveCoin will have it’s own liquidity protocol against the USD dollar (Pater Protocol), setting
the dollar price for the Inve, and, consequently, the dollar price for every project token in
their own liquidity protocols.
This relation make it so, that if the price of the Inve were to go down, every project token’s
price, given that they have continuous liquidity against the Inve, would also go down against
dollars.
Considering that nothing has happened to the underlying projects, this scenario presents a
clear price discrepancy that is not likely to last very long. A wise investor would seize this
arbitrage opportunity and buy the undervalued token.

When interacting with the project protocol with fiat currencies, the transaction will be
processed, on the back-end, through the Pater Protocol, using the system of smart-contract
governed liquidity protocols. So if Warren, a wise investor, were to buy one truck token, he
would send USD 1 to the Pater protocol, and the Pater protocol would send an Inve to the
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project’s protocol of his choosing, raising both the InveCoin’s and the project’s token price,
therefore restoring both protocols to a balance.
By establishing a continuous liquidity mechanism with constant buy and sell orders at fair
prices, every trade is inevitably channeled, by market forces, through the liquidity system.
The project’s protocols will be batched together and they will form the “project protocol’s
bag”, to provide investment-fungibility and thus improve liquidity throughout this system.
These system of liquidity protocols will be user-funded, and those who invest in them will
receive a part of the commissions on the trading platform.
Investors will send any of the reserve assets to the continuous liquidity protocol system and
receive in return a “proto-token”, based on the value they’re adding to the bag of project
protocols in relation to the bag’s total value.
This proto-token will serve as proof of ownership for the percentage of the system the user
has contributed.
The proto-tokens grants the holder the economic right for a part of the trading revenues and
a part of the dividend-paying project token living inside of the protocols system.
These proto-tokens will have their own user-funded liquidity protocol, the “proto-protocol”
that will provide liquidity to those who invested in the continuous liquidity protocol, against
the Inve.
Essentially, this mechanism will provide infinite liquidity and a market price for all assets
within the platform, setting a minimum price for the Inve, considering that otherwise the
projects would become undervalued in their own liquidity protocols, and subject to arbitrage.
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10. Who will be a part of Investoland?
They envision Investoland being populated by SeSocio.com and other companies migrating
from their inefficient traditional models onto smart contract technology for their financial
interactions, as well as regular users creating their own financial specific smart contracts:
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SeSocio
SeSocio.com will migrate its current operations onto Investoland’s network, and, by doing so,
will become a smart contract-governed investments site.
It will become the first company to base itself on Investoland’s platform, shifting from its
ongoing, traditional crowd investments model to a blockchain based one, powered by
Investoland’s technology, and making the Inve the only currency usable throughout the
entire site.
This way, they will make their platform available for potential investors worldwide in a
secure, highly efficient and smart contract-governed manner to further expand the crowd
investment industry, providing savers with investment options and helping entrepreneurs to
stride into productive endeavors.

Other companies
Investoland’s network will consist, at first, of investment-based sites and businesses who
migrate from the inefficient traditional model to a smart contract-governed model without
having the need to develop a technology team in order to do so. These other companies could
aggregate off-chain components for people who would like to trust a centralized entity for
certain features, such as a legal contract.
In addition to investment-based sites, anyone will be able to create a smart contract in an
easy and intuitive way to rule their daily financial interactions in a much simpler and
smoother fashion.
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11. SeSocio.com
SeSocio.com will integrate its current and ongoing operations onto Investoland’s network.
SeSocio will run due diligence on all potential entrepreneurs posting a project, conduct
marketing campaigns, and draw up a traditional legal arrangement between the smart
contract and the entrepreneur. They will provide a decentralized incentive-based social
network based on the site’s gross commission for users to interact with each other and
contribute to the ecosystem and further decentralize the trust.
They will offer their service as the first company integrated with Investoland’s platform and
give the people the opportunity to invest in a smart contract-governed platform right from
the beginning. The people investing on the site will entrust SeSocio.com, as they do now, on
the aforementioned points: marketing, legal, due diligence and to participate in the in-site
social network.
SeSocio believes that, although a decentralized global economy is ideal, having a few
off-chain elements, such as the legal bind, would be beneficial.
Additionally the social network will let the community give feedback regarding
entrepreneurs as well as interact with each other, deciding together the trustworthiness or
viability of a certain project with the aid of its own trust system.
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12. Censorship
SeSocio aims to achieve the greatest state of decentralization possible while continuing to
operate in a compliant and safe investment environment. It is of the utmost importance to
understand that this is a cornerstone of the project.
SeSocio believes that centralized databases are far from ideal and are prone to both
censorship by a company itself and by complicated regulatory matters, whether those of said
company’s jurisdiction or an investor’s. Decentralized databases do away with the
cumbersome requirements and barriers in the way of those looking to participate in new
opportunities.
By basing Investoland on RSK smart contracts SeSocio will effectively build a cross-border,
decentralized and efficient market where no one entity can decide the fate of a user.
Applying blockchain technology to the financial field signifies the removal of any possibility of
external censorship. This is groundbreaking.
Until now the participants in a financial venture have been fully dependant upon the good will
of both a company and the bureaucratic issues in the company’s jurisdiction. The greatest
benefit of this sea change is that there is now no way for anyone to alter already established
conditions on the smart contracts. This means total transparency and security for all those
involved.
Traditional institutions, or even internet based non-blockchain businesses have a major
disadvantage insomuch as everything is subject to centralization. All of a user’s actions on
their website or platform is linked to the fate of the platform or the business. If the platform
ceases to exist, or randomly decides to change the rules, everything this user did, including
financial contributions to a project would cease to exist.
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By establishing the tokenization of the projects based on SeSocio’s platform, or of underlying
assets if needed, the participants using Investoland would no longer have to worry about
unpredictable regulatory changes or the fate of the site/company enabling the financial
contribution.
From day one their investments will live forever registered on the RSK Virtual Machine,
together with the enforceable conditions agreed upon between the entrepreneur and the
participants of the smart contract at the outset.
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13. The Network
Investoland’s network will provide a global, decentralized, crowd investments solution, and
show the way for businesses and people alike to base their financial interactions on
straightforward and intuitive smart contracts without the need of learning how to code them.

Ways to interact with the network
The network can be accessed via the companies which are built on top of it, including
SeSocio, or through its smart contract interface.

Through other companies
Anyone who would like to integrate the smart contracts into its current financial interactions
will have a chance to do so, ranging from individuals who may want to make a loan to a friend,
to full scale corporations who would like to base themselves on the platform.
For example, let’s imagine Alice uses a peer-to-peer lending company to earn interest on her
savings. S
 he lends USD 10.000 with the promise that she will receive USD 150 a month as
interest; however, it rarely is a smooth process. She realizes her USD 150 has been carved
up with unexpected fees, and she experiences delays due to outside factors. On one occasion
the bank was on strike, on another the company had a power outage and couldn’t process the
payouts. One time she there was even a mistake in which she was payed 15 USD instead of
150, as a result of a human error,

and went through the wearisome process of filing a

complaint.
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This process drives costs up, costs which come out of the end user’s pocket. This process is
subject to delays as well as arbitrary measures and regulatory issues.
This could all be avoided if the company decided to base its operations on smart contract
technology provided by Investoland’s platform.
The process will be transformed from a highly centralized, bureaucratic, costly and slow
process to a smooth and easy transaction.
If the P2P lending company based it’s operations on the Investoland platform their current
operations could go from this:

To this:
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A smart contract interface
Smart contracts can improve many day-to-day financial transactions. Plenty of daily
interactions would be better off being governed by a Smart contract.
We can all imagine a great deal of financial interactions that could be ruled by smart
contracts, however not many of us know how to code a smart contract, or audit one. That’s
where Investoland comes into play.
The platform will facilitate an easy and intuitive smart contract-creation interface for
everyday users to be able to govern their financial interactions with blockchain smart
contracts and blockchain technology. They will not only receive the already deployed smart
contract on the RSK platform but also a blockchain-signed certificate that confirms that the
smart contract was done through the interface as well as a summary of the features it
possesses.
This way both parties can reliably and confidently know the the conditions the smart contract
establishes.
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For example, imagine Bob is the manager of a successful restaurant and it’s 4 owners live
around the world. He needs to distribute the profits between the owners equally. In the
traditional model he would have to pay 100/200 USD to make an international bank transfer
to each of the owners (if they all happen to have a bank account) and create a situation of
mistrust between the 4, as nobody knows how much money he sent the other 3 partners.

Even if everythings goes well and with no delays, no complications or any unexpected
additional fees, this dividend sharing costs Bob USD 400/800 and adds 2-3 days of delay to
the transactions. If the dividend sharing was for USD 1.000, each partner would be entitled
to 250 USD, which translates to 50/100 USD after the banks take their cut.
If this process were governed through a smart contract then Bob would just have to send the
payment to the address and it would be automatically divided between the 4 in a secure, fast,
efficient and transparent way. With no waiting time, negligible fees and no bureaucratic
requirements.
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14. Incentive-based social network (Invicap)
Interactions that add value to the platform will be rewarded. SeSocio’s trust system will
contribute to further decentralize the trust. Investors won’t need the site’s vote of
confidence for them to have faith in a project. By providing an incentive-based social network
they will allow for the community to look after itself. In any kind of asset, there are always
two ways to become a hodler: you either work in, or buy in. T
 he work in will be rewarded
through sweat equity, this means getting rewarded for the time and effort invested into the

platform, and the worthiness of the value added by the user to the platform will be decided
by the stakeholders.
Each user will upvote or downvote both projects and comments (such as reviews and risk
analysis) and be rewarded with a part of the social network incentive fund. This incentive
ensures that the community looks after itself, rewarding people who add value to the
platform and penalizing people who do the opposite. This system would allow niche markets
to emerge. For example, a user might emerge who specializes in doing due diligences to
posting entrepreneurs to award its stamp of approval so investors know that, in their opinion,
they are trustworthy. It would be similar to ISO 9001 standards, where companies
voluntarily go through ISO’s scrutiny in order to get its seal of approval.
In SeSocio’s case, the incentive fund will consist of a part of SeSocio’s gross commission.
These funds will be automatically assigned from the investment smart contract to the smart
contract in charge of the distribution of the incentive fund.
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The system will work as follows:

1º ) Bob posts a project
2º ) The project gets upvoted by Alice and Carol*
3º) The project gets approved by the site’s team (SeSocio or other developments on top of
Investoland)
4º ) Alice and Carol are rewarded with Invicap
5º ) Dan gives his insight about the project
6º ) Eric and Frank upvote Dan’s risk analysis
7º ) Dan gets rewarded with Invicap
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Voting and reward
The tip system has proven to be inefficient when it comes directly from user upvoting, as it
puts someone under the stress of deciding whether the post he has just read is really worth
his money. Instead, by making the tip a built-in feature and clearly defining the amount of
tokens to be distributed, results in eliminating the stress of that upvote costing the user
money and allowing him to smoothly partake in the improvement of the platform through his
own perspective.
Bitcoin was the first system to set a static distribution in order to provide an incentive for a
decentralized network to maintain itself.* Similar to bitcoin’s fixed reward per block, thhey
are shifting the question from “Should I pay?” to “Whom s hould we p
 ay?”, establishing a
predefined incentive fund to be distributed between users who add value.

By establishing a proof-of-possession voting mechanism instead of one-account-one-vote we
are giving people with a higher stake a greater influence within the platform.
Users will create content and get rewarded for it according to the value the community
decides that content is worth. This way people will work hard, not only for the growth of the
community they are a part of and have a stake in, but for the reward assigned by the
incentive fund. This incentive model will in turn establish a trust model between users and
contribute to the decentralization of trust, not requiring a central entity's direct approval for
a user to have faith in a project.

*https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
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15. Invicap - Explained
The social network voting system will be governed by a system called “Invicap”.
Invicap is a score, based on the user’s contribution to the platform. This score is decided by
the amount of upvotes and downvotes a user’s post receives, and the people giving those up
or downvotes. The value of a person’s vote is decided by the tokens he owns, giving people
with a higher stake in the network, and thus, more to lose, greater influence in deciding how
to distribute the reward.
The community will determine the reward the original poster receives through voting. When
a user receives a vote from a token holder user he gains Invicap, depending on the amount of
tokens held by the user issuing the vote. People who have Invicap are placed in a ranking
system, from the most Invicap to the least.

Incentive fund distribution:
A smart contract will look at the social network ranking, and periodically distribute, through a
smart contract, a part of SeSocio.com’s gross commission to users who possess Invicap and
give them their corresponding share of the reward. This system gives people who do not own
any tokens the possibility to be able to earn them by adding value to the platform (a.k.a sweat
equity) . This distribution will occur to the user’s wallet.

A token entitles a holder to vote only one time in a determined time frame. By giving tokens a
rechargeable voting power, and not allowing them to vote ad infinitum by simply being in a
different wallet, they are preventing any malicious entity from attempting a Sybil attack.

This distribution will be set through a smart contract that will automatically receive the funds
and distribute them pro-rata to users with Invicap.
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16. Enforcement
Although most investments are based on good faith and trust, some precautions are usually
made.

At SeSocio.com
In SeSocio’s site, the legal team will make and upload a formal legal agreement to the
blockchain to further assure the investors that the entrepreneur will fulfill his end of the
bargain, and could face legal actions if it fails to do so. This legal document will establish the
conditions of the smart contract to be met, which in turn demands certain payments to be
made within a certain window of time. If the smart contract is not fulfilled then SeSocio could
initiate legal action to demand payment. If SeSocio would cease to exist, the participants of
the smart contract would be able to initiate this legal action themselves.
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Blockchain investments for the crypto inexperienced
At SeSocio, they are all about democratizing investments.

They bring investment option, previously reserved for a few, to anyone who wants to
participate. To honor this philosophy of democratization, they will bring the benefits of
blockchain technology applied to finance to everyone, even crypto-inexperienced users.
SeSocio believes that leveraging blockchain technology to finance should not be limited to
crypto-experienced people and will provide the advantages of smart contract-governed
financial interactions in a simple and secure manner to all. That’s why SeSocio will implement
a “simple” version their site, where the user could see the interface displayed in USD.
In this simple version, the inexperienced user will be able to fund their account with fiat
currency and, at the time of making an investment, the process will be facilitated by an
automated program connected to the continuous liquidity protocol through an API, and their
investment will be tied to the smart contract. When they receive the payouts from the
entrepreneur his share of the tokens will be converted once again to USD through the
automated program, avoiding any kind of friction the inexperienced user might have in using
a blockchain-based investment site as well as creating volume and liquidity. Even though the
user will see its balance in USD the process generates token demand, caused by the
underlying purchase of the tokens.
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An example of an ongoing project
One example of an ongoing project at SeSocio is a vending machine venture.
A business wanted financing to install vending machines for the total amount of USD 75.000.
The business’ terms for the investment are to repay 27.5% of the initial capital every year, in
monthly payments for 10 years to SeSocio, and SeSocio in turn distributes it to all the people
holding the project’s participation.
There are a number of factors that need to occur in order for this process to go smoothly:
● It needs to be a working day in both countries, both the business’ and the company’s.
● They both need to have a bank account.
● This incoming payment needs to be manually uploaded to a centralized database,
leaving room for error or negligence.
● When investors want to withdraw their funds they need to ask for a manual bank
transfer.
● Investors from other jurisdictions should invest or withdraw large amounts of money
to mitigate the bank fees for international bank transfers.
● The operations should deal with the local bureaucracy.
● All the middlemen operations should go smoothly.
This process carries great costs and delays, mostly due to bank fees and the labor force,
a product of not being able to automate the process.
This costs, delays and risks are borne by the investors in the form of decreased returns.
In this era of smart contract-governed investment, transaction times are reduced from
several business days to slim-to-none, and the fees from hundreds of dollars to negligible.
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17. Token Economics
The token sale has a 37.87 million dollars hard cap (full explanation in Hard cap
explained)
The token sale is being done in two different stages:
● Private sale: The private sale stage was available to participants in a public manner at
a fixed price of USD 0.4 (for SeSocio’s stockholders), USD 0.5 (to SeSocio’s users and
whitelisted investors) and USD 0.60, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 per token (for the general
public), with the possibility to access a discount based on the amount. These tokens
have a 6 month vesting period, and for tokens affected by the discount based on the
amount invested, the vesting period will be 12 months.
● Public sale: The public sale is governed by a smart contract with predefined
conditions. This smart contract issues Inve Coins, a standard ERC20 token, along with
the pair Inve Coin/USD.
A discount based on the amount invested is available, as follows:
● Over USD 30.000 = 10% (with 6 months vesting from the public sale’s
finishing date)
● Over USD 50..000 = 17% (with 6 months vesting from the public sale’s
finishing date.)
● Over USD 100.000= 33% (with 6 months vesting from the public sale’s
finishing date.)
● Over USD 150.000 = 50% (with 12 months vesting from the public
sale’s finishing date.)
● Over USD 200.000 = 67% (with 12 months vesting from the public
sale’s finishing date.)
● Over USD 300.000 = 71% (with 12 months vesting from the public
sale’s finishing date.)
● Over USD 500..000 = fixed USD 0,2 per token (with 12 months vesting
from the public sale’s finishing date.)
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The crowdsale will begin at 1 USD per token and grow according to the formula mentioned
below.
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Being:

Hard cap explained
They estimate that developing and promoting the network will requiere between 30 and 40
million dollars. As a proven business model they know that every dollar spent in raising
awareness brings 33 dollars in as investments to the platform, and thus, should add 33
dollars to the native currency’s market cap. Being an ongoing company with tradable assets
already in the platform, worth USD 60 million, allows us to set a “fair” hard cap , so that the
market cap would match the tradable assets in SeSocio’s platform, post-money, as expressed
in the following formula:

Where
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The market capitalization and tradable assets on SeSocios’s platform after the token sale are
defined as follows:

At the time of writing, SeSocio’s platform has tradable assets with an appraisement of 60
million USD . The company will hold 30% as reserve and sell 52% of the tokens; this is how
the formula will look like:
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Due to the retail nature of the project, we estimated to sell 10% of the hard cap during the
presale and the other 90% to the general public. We expected to sell tokens at a USD 0.45
average price during the presale. Considering our crowdsale formula, we expected to sell
tokens at an average price of USD 3.12 throughout this phase, with the last token priced at
USD 4.14 when meeting our hard cap.

The hard cap is the maximum amount that can be raised during the duration of the token
sale. So we have:

The amount of tokens issued during the pre-sale and crowdsale, can be estimated by taking
into consideration the amount raised at each stage multiplied by the average token price at
each stage:
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The total issuance of Inves during the token sale, will be the amount of tokens sold at the
pre-sale and crowdsale, divided by the percentage sold during both the pre-sale and
crowdsale:

The number of company reserve tokens, will be 30% of the total issuance. And the value of
these tokens will be said amount multiplied by the final price per token:

Now are able to estimate the market cap and the tradable assets on the platform after the
token sale.

Finally, as they want to find a “fair” hard cap to match both previous values (amount needed
for development and SeSocio’s current tradable assets value), they conclude this hard cap to
be USD 37.87 million:

Reaching the hard cap, right after the token sale, both the project’s market capitalization and
the tradable assets at SeSocio’s platform are estimated to be USD 136.8 M.
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18. Fund Allocation
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19. Token allocation
52% of the tokens will be sold at the private sale and public sale (The pre-sale investors will
carry a 6 month vesting period with 1/3 vested every month from the 4th month).
30% of the tokens will be reserved for the company (with a 3 year vesting period).
10% of the tokens will be assigned to the team (vested over 18 months).
8% of the tokens will be assigned to the beta protocol as well as among strategic advisors and
partners
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20. Conclusion
By creating an investment ecosystem with smart contract-governed investments they will
provide the first decentralized investment network. To cope with the trust between all
parties they will develop an economic incentive-based social network to allow for a
decentralized trust system to establish itself on the network, whilst its continuous liquidity
protocol will bring forth a solution to the everlasting struggle of liquidity for small projects.
Providing an efficient peer-to-peer investment network allows savers to yield returns on
their investments. It turns, otherwise stagnated, capital into productive endeavors, boosting
innovation and democratizing the, previously exclusive, field of investments in a global way.
t
Investoland’s ecosystem enables the decentralization and migration to smart-contract
technology of any company, software or individual that would like to base its financial
interactions on blockchain smart contracts with ease and without the need to develop a
technology team.
They aim to elevate investments to their true potential, allowing small and unsophisticated
investors to participate, and enabling the access of a heavily underexploited source of capital
to the productive economy.
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21. Team
Core Team:
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Partners:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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